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Abstract

We propose a new approach for generating disassembly sequences. Our motion planning based approach treats the
parts in the assembly as robots and operates in the composite con guration space of the parts' individual con guration
spaces. Randomized techniques inspired by recent motion
planning methods are used to sample con gurations in this
space. Since typical assemblies consist of many parts, the
corresponding composite C-spaces have high dimensionality. Also, since many important con gurations for the disassembly sequence will involve closely packed parts, the disassembly problem su ers from the so-called narrow passage
problem. Since random sampling in this situation would
not be e ective, we bias the sampling by computing potential movement directions based on the geometric characteristics of con gurations known to be reachable from the
assembled con guration (the start). For example, we select
potential directions which are perpendicular to part faces.
Thus, we construct a disassembly tree which is rooted at
the starting assembled con guration. Our experimental results with several non-trivial puzzle-like assemblies (12{72
dof) show the potential of this approach.
1

Introduction

Disassembly planning is the problem of nding and
sequencing the motions that can separate the individual parts of an assembly. Disassembly planning has a
number of applications, for example, in product maintenance and product recycling, and in particular, assembly planning. A lot of assembly planners use the
assembly-by-disassembly strategy [4, 13]. An assembled product exhibits more constraints on its components than in its disassembled state and hence reduces
the range of motions that a planner must consider [27].
Assembly/Disassembly planning had traditionally
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been of interest to AI researchers. The geometric approach to assembly planning originated in robotics.
Automatic Planners were developed using di erent
schemes amongst which is the potential eld approach
of Gottschlich and Kak [9]. Wilson and Latombe [27]
suggested a non-directional blocking graph (NDBG)
for the eÆcient generation of assembly algorithms.
Wolter [28] analyses and reports di erent schemes and
data structures used in assembly planning. Constraint
Languages have also been commonly used for assembly planning [29, 16]. Virtual Reality has also been
utilized to help realize better disassemblability [7].
Halperin, Latombe and Wilson [10] used a motion
planning approach with the NDBG to realize a motion space scheme, which is similar to the con guration space scheme used in motion planning.
In this work, the applicability of motion planning
techniques to the disassembly problem is considered.
While complete motion planning algorithms do exist,
they are rarely used in practice since they are computationally infeasible in all but the simplest cases [20].
For this reason, attention has focused on randomized
methods, which sacri ce completeness in favor of computational feasibility and applicability. Indeed, several very successful randomized motion planning algorithms have recently been used to solve many previously unsolved problems in high-dimensional con guration spaces, e.g., probabilistic roadmap (prm) methods [1, 18], the Ariadne's Clew algorithm [5], and the
Rapidly-exploring Random Trees method [22].
Disassembly seems to o er the same challenges. In
particular, it can be posed as a motion planning problem in the composite con guration space composed of
the con guration spaces of the individual parts [20].
As with motion planning, the high-dimensionality of
this space warrants randomized methods. However, a
completely randomized approach would be ine ective
since many important con gurations for the disassembly sequence will involve closely packed parts, i.e., the
disassembly sequence will pass through narrow passages in the C-space [15].
Our approach to the disassembly problem involves
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biasing the sampling based on the geometric characteristics of con gurations known to be reachable from
the assembled con guration (the start). In particular, information based on the relative positions of
the parts in one con guration is used to generate potential movement/removal directions for one or more
parts. Geometric information is also used to determine which parts should or should not be moved at
any given point in the disassembly process. The resulting disassembly algorithm iteratively grows a tree of
con gurations connected to the start (assembled) conguration, similar in nature to the Ariadne's Clew algorithm [5] and the Rapidly-exploring Random Trees
method [19]. Our results on several puzzle assemblies
show the promise of this new approach to disassembly.
2

Composite C-Spaces

Composite con guration spaces are a convenient and
direct way to extend the con guration space concept
to multiple robots [20]. The m individual robots
A1 ; : : : ; Am are treated as a single multi-bodied (composite) robot A = fA1 ; : : : ; Am g. The con guration
space of A is

C = C1  C2 

:::

C

m

where Ci is the con guration space of the individual
robot Ai , for i = 1 : : : m. A con guration q 2 C corresponds to a unique position and orientation for each
robot Ai . That is, q = (q1 ; : : : ; qm ), where qi 2 Ci .
C-space obstacles (C-obstacles) result from collisions
between a robot and an obstacle, and also collisions
between robots.
Composite con guration spaces are a natural representation for assemblies. In particular, each part in
the assembly is considered to be a robot, each with its
own con guration space. There may or may not be
other obstacles in the environment.
Motion planning techniques that operate in Cspace can often be naturally extended to composite Cspaces. A complication, however, is that the composite C-spaces can have very high-dimensionality (the
dof is the sum of the dof of the individual C-spaces).
For example, if an assembly consists of m rigid parts,
then the C-space of each part would have 6 dof, and
the composite con guration space of all parts in the assembly would have 6m dof. Thus, care must be taken
in determining motion planning methods appropriate
for composite C-spaces.
While we nd it convenient to work in the composite con guration space, which contains all the degrees of freedom, we will take advantage of the knowledge that C is composed from the Ci of the individual robots. In particular, we will use this knowledge
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to selectively sample the C-space. For example, by
`masking' o all dof except those belonging to a particular robot(s), we can control which robots move
and which do not. As we will see, this will be extremely useful in the disassembly problem where the
parts are packed together in highly constrained congurations, with some parts blocking the movement of
other parts. In this case, one could mask o the parts
in the blocked con gurations from the sampling until
other parts have been moved away.
3

The Naive Approach

Given our composite con guration space formulation
of the assembly, it is natural to ask if known motion planning methods can be applied to solve the
disassembly problem. While this approach had been
previously considered, it was not very successful due
to the lack of practical motion planning methods for
high-dimensional C-spaces. However, there have been
some recent advances in this regard. In particular, the
probabilistic roadmap (prm) motion planning methods [18] have proven to be very successful in exploring high-dimensional con guration spaces (see, e.g.,
[2, 3, 11, 17, 24]). The idea behind these methods is
to create a graph (roadmap) of randomly generated
collision-free con gurations which are connected by a
simple and fast local planning method. Queries are
answered by connecting the start and the goal to the
roadmap, and nding a path in the roadmap connecting them. The prm approach is also appealing since
it is simple and easy to implement, requiring only collision detection as a primitive operation.
Based on these successes, our rst approach to the
disassembly problem is a naive application of the prm
paradigm. In the roadmap construction phase (preprocessing), we randomly sample con gurations from
C , retain those that are collision-free, and connect
them using a simple local planner (e.g., one that connects along a straight-line in C-space). In the query
phase, we attempt to connect the start (the assembled con guration) and the goal (a disassembled conguration) to the same connected component of the
roadmap, and then extract a path between them.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) A cube swapping problem, and (b) a
snapshot of the solution path.

A typical problem that was solved using this
method is shown in Figure 1. The objective of this
puzzle is to swap the positions of the two cubes. The
composite C-space has 12 dof, six for each cube. In
this naive approach, random con gurations in C are
generated by generating a random value for each of
the 12 dof. Note that this implies that all edges (and
hence paths) in the roadmap will simultaneously move
both cubes.
Recall that as the number of parts increases, the
dimensionality of the con guration space increases as
well. We can also observe that for the disassembly
problem, many important con gurations in the disassembly sequence will have multiple parts packed together in very constrained situations, e.g., the starting
assembled con guration. Such con gurations are contained in what are called narrow passages in C-space
[14], and are known to be diÆcult to generate using
prm methods. Due to these challenges, it is unlikely
that a method based solely on random sampling will
prove e ective for the disassembly problem. In the
next section, we discuss techniques that can be used
to guide the sampling to achieve better results.
4

The Disassembly Algorithm

In the past, randomized techniques have been combined with more deliberate methods to great success. For example, in [11], the prm methodology was
used in conjunction with forward and inverse kinematics for problems involving closed chain systems,
[12] uses energy minimization techniques in a prm{
based approach for exible objects, and biased sampling around the (known) goal con guration was used
to compute protein folding pathways in [25, 26].
Our approach to the disassembly problem involves
biasing the sampling based on the geometric characteristics of con gurations known to be reachable from
the assembled con guration (the start). In particular, information based on the relative positions of the
parts in one con guration will be used to generate potential movement/removal directions for one or more
parts. We will also use geometric information to determine which parts should or should not be moved at
any given point in the disassembly process.
A high level description of our algorithm is given
below. The roadmap graph R = (V ; E ) consists of
vertices V (collision{free con gurations) and edges E
(valid paths between two con gurations). S is a stack
of con gurations, initially containing only the assembled con guration, that are recursively `expanded' until a disassembly is obtained. The choice of a stack
indicates our preference for a `depth- rst-search' exploration from the starting assembled con guration.

Figure 2: A disassem- Figure 3: Removal direcbly roadmap for a simple tions for a `casting' probcase.
lem.
Disassemble(Cfg

c0 )

1. S = initial configuration c0
2. R = f(V = c0 ); (E = ;)g
3. while ( (jS j 6= 0) and !IsDisassembled() )
4. c = popped element from S
5. NewCfgs = expand(c)
6. for each ci 2 NewCfgs
7.
push back ci to S
8.
add ci to V
9.
add edge(c; ci ) to E

The IsDisassembly() function determines if the
system of parts is in a disassembled state. Disassembly is assumed if each part is beyond a pre-de ned
distance from all others. The expand(c) method, described below, generates con gurations that progressively disassemble based on a con guration c. The key
challenge here is determining promising directions in
which to expand.
expand(Cfg

c)

1. Determine a set of directions in C-space
2. for each direction d
3. move incrementally from c in dir d
4. if (there is no collision)
5.
add new cfg c0 to GenCfgs
6. return GenCfgs

This approach, which iteratively generates a disassembly sequence, di ers signi cantly from the naive
prm approach. Although it too builds a roadmap,
the roadmap's growth and structure are di erent from
a prm roadmap. In particular, this approach grows
a connected component of con gurations (actually a
tree) from the starting assembled con guration (see
Figure 4). Conceptually, the node generation, node
connection, and query phases are combined into a single stage. The generation of new con gurations by `expanding' con gurations already in the roadmap means
no separate connection stage is needed since each conguration is connected to the one it was expanded
from, and by transitivity, to the starting assembled
con guration. This is similar in spirit to randomized
methods like the Ariadne's Clew algorithm [5] and the
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Model

RRT approach [21] which also build trees of connected
con gurations from the start con guration.
4.1

Swap (naive)
Swap (intelligent)
Flat puzzle (plates)
Flat puzzle (box)
3D puzzle
Pentomino puzzle

Determining movement directions

The key to the success of the disassembly algorithm
lies in the selection of potential removal directions for
the con guration chosen for expansion. Note that the
removal direction is in fact a direction in C , and thus
may involve movement by one or more parts simultaneously. Thus, there are in essence two decisions
that must be made when selecting movement directions: which part(s) to move, and in which direction
to move the selected part(s). In fact, it is sometimes
useful to consider the second question when answering the rst. That is, it is sometimes easier simply to
decide which parts have good potential removal directions, and then try them.
For assemblies, such as the puzzles considered in
this paper, which contain rectilinear parts, it can be
observed that in many cases the disassembly of a part
in a system can be carried out in a direction perpendicular to one of its faces. Hence, the face normals
should be considered as potential removal directions.
As will be discussed in Section 5, this heuristic proved
its eÆcacy for the problems studied.
The use of the face normals as potential removal
directions is related to the casting problem [6], which
arises in manufacturing and has been studied in computational geometry, among other elds. The casting
problem involves the removal of a cast from a mold;
the generation of possible removal directions based on
the geometry of the mold. This is relevant to the disassembly problem as the latter involves a system of
parts that are closely meshed with each other. Algorithms for the casting problem consider directions
along the mating edges/faces of the cast and mold as
potential removal directions (see Figure 4). In future
work, we plan to include such directions in our set of
potential movement directions.
Both the above approaches implicitly assume one
is moving only one part at a time. This is done by
masking out the dof of the remaining parts and altering only the dof of the part to be moved. Assemblies
which can be disassembled in this manner have what
is called a serial disassembly sequence.
In some cases, however, it is necessary to move more
than one part at a time. As serial disassemblies are
generally preferred, our approach is to rst try to generate a disassembly sequence with this property. If one
cannot be obtained, then simultaneous movement of
two parts is attempted. Next, simultaneous movement
of three parts is attempted, and so on.

dof
12
12
36
36
60
72

Time
337
10
37
91
211
1723

Nodes
359
15
170
203
541
1202

Edges
331
14
171
205
543
1203

Table 1: Execution statistics on the various models.
An intermediate case between movement of one
part, and movement of multiple parts, is to consider
moving subassemblies, that is, sets of parts that can be
moved together. Here one must rst identify promising subassemblies, and then, considering them as one
merged part, generate potential removal directions for
the entire subassembly, just as was performed for the
individual parts.
5

Results

In this section we examine the performance of our
method on several disassembly puzzles.
5.1

Implementation details

We implemented the disassembly algorithm described
in Section 4, and our expand() subroutine uses face
normals as potential removal directions.
Our system was written in C++, and was built on
top of the C++ obprm library [1] which implements
our obprm planner and our interpretations of a variety of other prms, and supports several collision detection libraries such as RAPID [8], V-Clip [23], and the
C-Space Toolkit (CSTK) [30, 31]. New classes were
designed to handle composite con guration spaces.
5.2

Experimental Results

with the Naive Approach.
The
model shown in Figure 1 (top cover not shown) was
tested with both the naive prm approach and our
more `intelligent' disassembly algorithm. Although
the purely randomized (naive) scheme did solve the
puzzle, it was not very eÆcient as shown in Table 1.
Also, the number of nodes needed to solve the query
was quite large. In contrast, our disassembly algorithm solved the problem very quickly. This example
illustrates the bene ts that can be obtained by providing randomized approaches with some intelligent
means of directing their sampling.
Comparison

We also tested our disassembly algorithm on some other `planar' puzzles
(while they are really three-dimensional puzzles, the

`Planar' Block Puzzles.
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assembled puzzle lies on a plane). The naive approach
was not applied on these due to its observed weaknesses on the cube swapping puzzle. The rst is a
planar-blocks puzzle shown in Figure 4(a). The motion of the blocks is restricted by two plates (top plate
not shown). Figure 4(b) shows a snapshot of the output path. Note that the movement of the individual
blocks in the snapshot of the solution path is in a direction normal to one of its faces. As can be seen in
Table 1, this problem was solved quite easily by our
algorithm.

(a)

nation since the 72 dof Pentomino Problem required
signi cantly more time than the other puzzle which
has 60 dof. In fact, the disassembly sequence for the
Pentomino puzzle is more constrained, resulting in a
C-space with `narrower corridors'. Our current implementation does not yet attempt to determine the best
part(s) to move at any given stage, and so it su ers
some performance loss for a highly constrained problem like the Pentomino puzzle.

(b)

(a)

Figure 4: (a) A planar blocks puzzle, and (b) snapshot
of the solution path.

(b)

Figure 6: (a) A three-dimensional 10 blocks puzzle,
and (b) a path snapshot.

The same planar-blocks model was also studied in
a more restricted environment: it was enclosed in a
box with only one opening (see Figure 5, where the
top plate is not shown). As expected, the increased
complexity of the problem resulted in a substantial
increase in computation time (see Table 1). An interesting fact to note is that since the number of possible
motions of the initial con guration is limited, the resulting roadmap tree is `narrower'.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) The Pentomino puzzle, and (b) a path
snapshot.

(a)

6

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Planar blocks puzzle in a box, and (b)
path snapshot.
Puzzles.
Two other threedimensional models were also tested. The rst has
10 pieces (Figure 6(a)) and the other was a Pentomino
puzzle (so called because each piece is made of 5 cubes)
with 12 pieces (Figure 7(a)). The disassembled congurations are shown in Figure 6(b) and Figure 7(b),
respectively. As can be seen in Table 1, these puzzles require signi cantly more time than the others
tested, which is not surprising given their higher dimensionality. However, this is not the entire explaThree-Dimensional
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Conclusion and Future Work

The disassembly algorithm presented here represents
a new approach to (dis)assembly planning. While the
applicability of motion planning techniques to disassembly planning had been considered previously, it
did not lead to practical algorithms. This was mainly
due to the lack of motion planning algorithms suitable for high-dimensional, highly constrained, con guration spaces. Our approach to the disassembly problem is inspired by recent advances in randomized motion planning algorithms. We bias the sampling based
on geometric characteristics of con gurations known
to be reachable from the assembled con guration (the
start). The resulting disassembly algorithm iteratively
grows a tree of con gurations connected to the start
(assembled) con guration.

Our experimental results on several puzzle assemblies show the promise of this new approach to disassembly. In current work, we are exploring additional techniques for generating potential movement
directions for parts in the assembly, and to determine
which parts are good candidates for movement. In
particular, we note that all the puzzles studied here
were solved using face normals as potential removal
directions. While these were suÆcient for these puzzles, we anticipate the need for di erent heuristics for
di erent types of assemblies. This is the subject of
current work.
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